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Corporate Chief Information Officers (CIOs) and Chief Information Security 
Officers (CISOs) constantly engage in strategic technology planning to make 
wise choices in addressing the needs of legal, compliance, human resources 
(HR), IT and investigative teams across their enterprise. External cyber threats 
and internal security lapses increase the need for not only intrusion detection, 
but also incident response technology and workflows. Regulators take aim at 
corporate fraud and privacy protections like never before, causing corporations 
to intensify compliance and internal investigation capabilities. With litigation 
data becoming almost exclusively digital, corporations are looking for 
interoperability between e-discovery and digital forensics technologies to 
simplify workflows and collaboration and lower costs. 

This eBook walks CIOs, CISOs and their technical teams through corporate digital information trends, 
current challenges and future directions that impact their technology planning, including checklists 
for purchase decision making. We’ll look at how cyber threats and mobile device security issues impact 
compliance, investigative and e-discovery processes. We summarize key trends that demonstrate the 
increasing urgency for excellence in incident response inside corporations. No one, it seems, can escape the 
long arm of regulatory investigations these days. A summary of key regulations and internal investigation 
trends is provided for technical audiences. We update you on e-discovery cost and technology trends, and 
offer a point of view on why interoperability of digital investigations and e-discovery technology is what is 
needed to eliminate waste and costly, inefficient processes.
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Data Security
CISOs and CIOs with the heavy responsibility to keep customer, 
financial, intellectual property, personally identifiable information 
and legal information safe from breach, have no shortage of 
security worries. In the 2016 Cisco Annual Security Report, 
65 percent of organizations felt they faced a significant level of 
security risk. According to the State of Malware Detection & 
Prevention, March 2016, Ponemon Institute report, 76 percent 
reported a lack of visibility of threat activity across the enterprise 
as a barrier to remediation of advanced threat attacks.

Cyber Sleep Antidote. Cybercrime, a lucrative business here to stay, keeps many IT and 
security leaders awake at night. Corporations are working furiously to get the right detection 
and response technology and protocols in place while trying to keep pace with the latest 
bot or malware threat. Data breaches cost corporations vast amounts of money, harm both 
customers’ and the company’s reputation and stymie business strategies and operations. 

A major retailer paid banks $40M for costs related to a massive credit and debit card 
breach, closed stores and lost volumes of business. Global regulators quickly announced 
tax evasion investigations based on data leaked in the Panama Papers law firm breach. 
Every CISO sweats when they hear the word ransomware these days—a rising threat 
where bad actors encrypt an organization’s files or systems, demanding money to unlock 
them before the hacker deletes the data. Imagine the consequences if, in the midst of an 
investigation or litigation, all of the data was suddenly compromised or destroyed. 

Vendor Security. Today, corporate data is only as secure as your vendors’ protocols. 
Corporations give vendors access to their network, and entrust sensitive legal information 
to e-discovery and forensic investigation providers. It is vital that IT and security 
professionals assess the security of vendors used by your legal, compliance and InfoSec 
teams. One-third of global organizations in a recent survey had suffered a breach from 
a vendor’s access to their networks and systems in the last year. Security operations 
professionals are busy auditing the security of their cloud providers, collaborative apps, 
storage providers, accountants and, in the wake of the Panama Papers, law firms. Be sure 
to press e-discovery and forensic investigation services providers managing sensitive legal 
data on their security protocols. Try to avoid a portfolio of many different vendor solutions 
where you will constantly be moving data from tool to tool—every migration involves 
security risks.  
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Data Security Continued

Mobile Workforce. On-the-go corporate employees live or die on their mobile devices 
while traveling, visiting clients or working remotely from home. Sixty-eight percent of 
U.S. corporations permit the use of BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) for work purposes.i 
BYOD phones, tablets and laptops pose data breach risks from lost or stolen devices, 
potentially interfering with e-discovery preservation requirements. Also, employees get 
frustrated when you take their device for a week to collect data if you don’t have remote 
collection technology. Companies have been sanctioned for their “egregious” failure to 
stop the automatic deletion of text messages.  

Legal hold systems that give visibility on all legal holds to IT, legal, compliance, HR and law 
firms can prevent the calamity of deleted mobile device data such as emails and texts that 
are under a litigation hold. Before IT remote wipes lost or stolen mobile devices, check to see 
if the data is under a legal hold. While risk management priorities may justify the wipe, you 
should at least discuss first with the attorney on the case, and see if the data is backed-up 
and available elsewhere.   

Other BYOD security risks include employees who may download malicious apps without 
thinking, exposing the device and network to cyber-attacks. The Ponemon Institute 
reports that 66 percent of BYOD employees said they downloaded apps without 
company permission.ii The threat of the popular malicious browser extensions that collect 
data every time a user opens a compromised webpage is vastly underestimated.iii Forty-eight 
percent of employees disable company-required security settings on their mobile devices.
iv With these kinds of mobile workforce security and digital investigation challenges, all 
organizations should be able to remotely remediate cyber or policy breaches.

During e-discovery and forensic investigations, you will be stymied by the security of 
locked devices. Password and encryption protections are the Achilles’ heel of collections 
and review teams. You will want forensic tools that optimize your ability to crack these 
codes and extract the evidence needed for the case. 

Data Security Horizons. The future is here with rising privacy and security concerns around 
the Internet of Things, where multiple machines house personal information on health, 
personal activities, home appliances and corporate operations. New enterprise security 
approaches are constantly emerging too. Under a startling new device-centric security 
model, Google™ now governs access to sensitivity-ranked data by assigning trust levels 
and security checks to individual executive and employee devices. Those falling outside the 
bounds are denied access. Is this the wave of the future? What will it mean for e-discovery 
collections? On another front, some experts predict the password will be dead in five years. 
A major bank is rolling out eye-ID security for their mobile app in July 2016.

Continued >
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Data Security  |  Solutions Checklist
When designing security strategies and remediation protocols to manage the inevitable 
cyber-attack, CIOs and CISOs will consider many technology solutions providers. As you 
advise GCs or take the lead on e-discovery and investigative solutions purchases, drilling 
into the security protocols of providers is essential given the highly sensitive data they store. 
Here’s a checklist of questions to ask when evaluating digital investigative technology.

3 What types of security protections does the technology have? 

3 Do you encrypt data in transit and at rest? 

3  What types of security/compliance certifications does the service provider have? 

3  Can I see across my enterprise endpoints, network shares and peripheral devices during incident response investigations?

3 Does your solution allow us to monitor for regulatory and policy compliance?

3 Can I remediate on remote devices and computers?

3  Does your forensic investigation solution have the ability to crack password and (non-iOS) encryption?

3 Can we do automatic malware triage and analysis triage for faster intelligence?

3  Do we have to move data from investigative tools to e-discovery tools? Or from e-discovery or forensic investigation point tool to another?    

3 Can you help me develop the business case to buy your solution? 
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Incident Response
You’ve had a breach—suddenly the pressure’s on to find the 
source and extent of the compromise and stop it in its tracks. 
Recent data on incident detection and response is troubling. The 
gap between the time to compromise and the time to discovery 
of data breaches rose from 62 percent in 2014 to 84 percent in 
2015, according to the Verizon 2016 Data Breach Investigations 
Report. Many organizations are realizing they need to double 
down on incident response (IR)—most breaches are now 
detected by law enforcement authorities or third parties. 

Cyber-attack Incident Response. Responding to cyber-attacks is the new norm for CSOs. 
There is no end to frightening stories on the latest compromises. An international financial 
consortium alerted banks in late April that malware used to siphon $81M from the Central 
Bank of Bangladesh may be coming their way. Zero day exploits may proliferate a bot 
throughout an enterprise, launching rogue SMTP processes on affected systems.  

Detection & Response Time. Here’s a scary fact: 82 percent of the time, it takes bad actors 
only minutes to compromise your organization. Once in, over 30 percent can get data out in 
hours, minutes or even seconds. Sixty-seven percent only need days to exfiltrate your loot. 
Waiting for law enforcement or third parties to alert you to your own breach is not going to 
work. 

In this daunting environment, it is essential that security teams have the capabilities to 
efficiently scan thousands of endpoints to identify rogue processes and anomalous activity. 
Ultra-fast analysis and network-wide compromise assessments are a must-have. Today’s 
advanced IR tools can even detect threats that circumvent common signature-based tools, 
such as antivirus, intrusion detection and other alerting systems.

Detect and Remediate Regulatory Digressions. Compliance teams need to proactively 
and reactively monitor compliance with regulatory requirements. The Financial 
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) imposed fines totaling $104 million in 2015. 
Rapid investigation of health information breaches, for example, is essential to meet 
Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act (HIPAA) and EU data protection 
requirements to notify the affected individuals in a specific number of days. Large, highly 
regulated organizations must be able to enforce compliance and remediate damage by 
scanning thousands of endpoints for unapproved processes and remotely kill specific 
processes. For efficient, targeted responses, many organizations use batch remediation  
to remedy non-compliance on either a single machine or multiple endpoints across  
an organization.

Continued >

What are the barriers to remediation of advanced threat attacks?

Lack of visibility of threat activity 
across the enterprise

Inability to prioritize threats

Lack of in-house expertise

Other

The State of Malware Detection & Prevention, March 2016, Ponemon Institute

76%

63%

55%

3%
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Incident Response Continued

Find and Stop Internal Bad Behavior. In June 2015, New York’s Attorney General warned 
banks to watch for employee theft activities. In 2014, an orthopedic medical practice 
suffered an employee fraud scheme totaling $3.7 million dollars. lR teams lacking visibility 
into all activity on endpoints, network shares and peripheral devices will find it difficult 
to detect data theft, fraud or other employee misbehavior. With a mobile workforce, 
organizations need to be able to investigate employee activities whether they are on or off 
the network—advanced solutions even send reports when employee who have been offline 
come back onto the Internet. Forensic analysis of incidents across multiple computers will 
help ferret out root cause and zero in on bad behavior.

On the Horizon. Look for more multinational government and industry cooperation on 
cyber-attack response testing like the financial sector testing conducted in London and 
New York in late 2015. Expect continued pressure for fast analysis and remediation of 
incidents as cyber-attacks grow more sophisticated in getting in and out before you can 
detect them. 

The intelligence community continues to be at the forefront of combatting cybersecurity. 
The corporate world can learn much from the National Security Agency’s (NSA) 
approach to incident response planning, and future cyber defense will be aided by  
artificial intelligence and machine learning.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) continues to seek industry 
input on its Cybersecurity Framework. The framework defines five core functions 
elemental to a cybersecurity program—identify, protect, detect, respond and recover. 
CIOs and CISOs planning for incident response and investigations will want to watch  
for NIST guidance on response planning, communications, analysis, mitigation and 
ongoing improvements. 

Continued >
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http://fortune.com/2015/12/29/jp-morgan-indictment/?iid=sr-link10
http://www.hiscoxbroker.com/shared-documents/2015%20Hiscox%20Embezzlement%20Watchlist.pdf
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http://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/index.cfm
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Incident Response  |  Solutions Checklist
Incidents—whether they relate to cyber-intrusions, regulatory or corporate compliance or suspicious employee 
behavior—must be understood and stopped dead in their tracks. The longer an incident goes undetected, 
unanalyzed and un-remediated, the greater the harm it may cause to the business, its customers and employees. 
Investigative and incident response technologies have progressed to assist corporate security and IT leaders in 
performing efficient, accurate responses to troubling situations. If you are updating your incident response plan 
and are considering technology investments to help you quickly execute in urgent situations, here are some 
questions to ask solution providers. 

3 Can we scan across desktops, laptops, peripheral devices and the network? 

3 Does the technology allow us to monitor for non-compliance with regulatory and corporate policies?

3 Does the solution detect irregular and abnormal activities? Can it detect intrusions that have circumvented common signature-based alerting systems?

3 Can we dispense remedies broadly across the enterprise? Can we perform batch remediation?

3 Can we remotely monitor employee activity on mobile devices, even if they are off-network?

3 Can we automatically ping closed down devices when they come back on line?

3 Can we analyze and remediate across the organization from one console? 

3 What kind of IR metrics can we track?

3 What are your forensic analysis capabilities? 

3 In a crisis situation, collaboration and sharing are critical—can we give real-time visibility into the investigation to individuals outside the investigating team? 

3 Do you have distributed processing?
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Regulatory Compliance
CIOs and CISOs at global organizations find themselves 
grappling with an ever-changing array of regulatory requirements 
in the U.S. and abroad. Information systems, applications, 
devices, processes and procedures technical leaders purchase and 
implement across the enterprise must support compliance with 
industry-specific, privacy and a complex web of other business-
regulatory mandates. In a recent CCO survey, 91 percent 
predicted greater scrutiny after the Department of Justice 
appointed the first-ever compliance counsel. In this same survey, 
organizations said they considered monitoring to be the weakest 
aspect of their compliance programs.

CIOs and CISOs looking ahead will want to stay informed on 
current and updated regulations to equip their organizations for 
efficient and effective regulatory compliance. Here is a short list 
of key regulations IT and security teams need to stay on top of  
to keep their organization out of regulatory hot water. 

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). This U.S. law concerns accounting transparency and 
bribery of foreign officials to gain a business advantage. It is an anti-corruption, anti-bribery 
law to promote the values of a free market and ethical business practices. In 2016, a U.S. 
pharmaceutical company has already paid $14M for improper payments by its Chinese joint 
venture partner. Over the last two years, Avon paid millions of dollars to the government, 
litigants and its lawyers related to corruption issues. The Department of Justice and the 
Securities Exchange Commission, who jointly enforce the FCPA, recently emphasized the 
importance of self-reporting misconduct and cooperation as keys to favorable outcomes such 
as deferred or non-initiation of prosecutions, settlements and reduced financial penalties. 

In April 2016, the DOJ announced a pilot FCPA “discount program” to incentivize self-
disclosure and individual accountability. Companies that can quickly and competently  
detect and investigate potential misconduct for self-reporting and cooperation stand  
the best chance of gaining these benefits.

HIPAA. The Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act (HIPAA) protects the 
security and privacy of patient medical information. The U.S. law has elaborate breach 
notification, privacy and security requirements for healthcare providers, health plans and 
health data clearing houses, and their business associates such as accountants, lawyers and 
data storage vendors. One healthcare organization spent $18.5M on a stolen, unencrypted 
hard drive breach—$1.5M in fines and $17.5M in investigation costs. Healthcare 
organizations and their service providers will want to account for HIPAA compliance in their 
e-discovery and digital investigation portfolio plans, as health information may be processed 
and stored in the technology. 

Continued >
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Regulatory Compliance Continued

FINRA. Every securities broker and dealer must be licensed by the Financial Industry 
Regulatory Authority (FINRA). FINRA regularly examines firms to determine compliance 
with FINRA, SEC and local rulemaking board rules. In 2016 reviews of securities firms’ 
cybersecurity risk management, FINRA may examine “governance, risk assessment, 
technical controls, incident response, vendor management, data loss prevention and  
staff training.” FINRA initiates examinations that focus on five “culture of compliance” 
indicators. One indicator focuses on a firm’s processes for risk and compliance breach 
events. Clearly, securities firms must have solid digital investigation tools in their regulatory 
compliance arsenal.

PCI. Aimed at reducing credit card fraud, the Payment Card Industry Data Security 
Standard (PCI) is a proprietary information security standard for organizations that handle 
major-brand credit cards. Organizations must validate compliance annually. With billions 
of credit cards transactions happening every day, organizations that handle credit card 
information must have solid compliance programs and technology to monitor compliance 
across systems and employee endpoints.

EU Data Protection. The overhauled General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that 
takes effect in 2018 places stringent requirements on how all companies manage, process 
and protect the private information of European citizens. The GDPR fortresses privacy 
with fines up to 4 percent of revenue, and 72-hour breach notice. Leaders planning for 
regulatory compliance will want to build technology portfolios with extremely tight data 
protection and privacy protocols, and master rapid detection and remediation of privacy 
breaches. While waiting for the Privacy Shield (Safe Harbor replacement) to solidify, 
keeping EU personal data inside the EU during e-discovery processes is a safe strategy. 
Alternatively, using EU binding corporate rules and EU-approved standard contract clauses 
are also viable data transfer strategies. 

Continued >
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http://www.vogelitlawblog.com/2016/04/articles/cyber/guest-blog-cybersecurity-compliance-just-got-tougher/#page=1
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https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/pci_security/maintaining_payment_security
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Regulatory Compliance  |  Solutions Checklist
With stepped up regulatory scrutiny, corporations are investing in improving their compliance culture  
and technology arsenal. If you are retooling your compliance and investigation approach you will want  
solutions that help you address the trends discussed above. Here are a few questions to ask when  
evaluating compliance solutions.

3 Does your solution give me visibility into enterprise-wide endpoints, network shares and peripheral devices?  

3 What kinds of standards and protocols do you have to ensure personal and health data is protected?

3 Can I shut down rogue activity across my enterprise with your solution?

3 Can I perform fraud investigations without employees knowing, and even if they are off-network or offline? 

3 What kinds of reports and audit logs do you have? 

3 During a regulatory investigation, how does your system help me identify and forensically preserve data from target endpoints?

3 Can I use your solution to monitor compliance across my organization?

3 Do you have an EU data center in case we need to keep EU discovery data in Europe?
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Internal Investigations
Over the last few years, we have witnessed scandals requiring 
massive internal investigations in the automotive, financial 
services, mining and energy industries. When corporations learn 
of potential transgressions, rapid fact-gathering and analysis is 
paramount for managing the impact of the crisis. Plummeting 
stock prices, class action law suits and the wrath of regulators  
will greet slow-moving corporate investigation teams.  

Investigation Gamut. Internal investigation teams face a full gamut of transgression types,  
all requiring urgent investigation to manage corporate risks. Digital investigation solutions 
are now table stakes for internal investigations given the massive volumes of digital 
content in the workplace.

Complaints about discrimination, harassment or misuse of corporate computers must be 
investigated right away to manage the corporation’s legal and operational risks. Internal 
investigation teams must have the ability to search across the network, desktops, file 
shares and mobile devices to find emails, files, social media and other emerging data 
sources. HR, legal and the investigative team must all have rapid access to investigative 
data and analysis to manage the investigation and any disciplinary or legal next steps.

Corporate intellectual property theft inquiries into current or former employee actions 
can be a tangled mess, especially when seeking to quietly interrogate data on mobile 
devices. With the highly mobile workforce, investigation teams need technology to  
quickly collect and analyze data from BYOD and company-owned mobile devices.

Employee embezzlement and financial crimes harm the bottom line and company brand if 
not quickly detected and shut down. Large-scale fraud investigations can involve immense 
Big Data sets, where powerful digital investigative tools with immediate data processing and 
indexing capabilities can shave weeks off investigations. With corporate boards increasingly 
on the hook for governance, corporations are augmenting their investigative arsenal.

Is Data Ever Really Gone? Unfortunately, fear of incrimination in an investigation can cause 
employees, executives and contractors to delete evidence of their behavior and knowledge. 
For internal investigations, CIOs and CISOs will want to equip their teams with the ability 
to discover and recover any deleted information potentially relevant to an investigation. 
Government legal teams have access to advanced digital forensic investigation tools. In the 
event the government suspects evidence was destroyed and petitions the court to perform 
their own forensic investigation, you don’t want them finding evidence of spoliation that you 
were unaware happened.

Continued >

ARE YOUR INTERNAL INVESTIGATIVE CAPABILITIES 
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UNDER NEW DOJ PROGRAMS?
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Internal Investigations Continued

New Ethics & Compliance Investigative Procedures. Industries such as the automobile 
industry that have suffered major compliance scandals the last few years are building strong 
rosters to enforce ethical and corporate policy compliance. CIOs and CISOs supporting 
Chief Compliance Officers need to sharpen investigative procedures to meet a growing 
focus on compliance. The Ethics and Compliance Initiative recently released a 5-point 
framework for a compliance program. 

One tenet makes it clear that best practice is to have investigative, response and discipline 
procedures in place: “That the organization will take action and hold itself accountable when 
wrongdoing takes place. It’s important to recognize misconduct happens in every organization 
and that the best programs have procedures in place to investigate, respond and discipline 
those who commit transgressions.[sic]”

The Future of “Cooperation.” In late 2015, the DOJ Yates Memo revealed a harder 
line on what companies must share to benefit from “cooperation” with the government 
during investigations. Since most companies conduct investigations with legal counsel, 
the uncovered data may be protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege. 
Yet the government says there is a distinction between sharing facts and sharing privileged 
conversations with counsel. Before giving companies cooperation credit, the DOJ wants 
prosecutors to push to make sure all relevant facts are shared, including names of culpable 
individuals. Corporate executives and their counsel worry that the information they turn over 
could arm shareholders suing the company. Clearly, advanced digital investigative capabilities 
are becoming more important in internal investigations.

Continued >
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Internal Investigations  |  Solutions Checklist
Proactive digital investigation readiness and investigation efficiency will be the hallmarks 
of effective internal investigation programs going forward. Teams must rapidly access, 
capture and analyze information across a broad range of repositories and targets. Advanced 
forensic-grade digital investigative technology is no longer relegated only to outside experts. 
Here is a checklist to help you evaluate technology that will up your internal corporate 
investigation game so you are ready to respond to anything that comes your way.

3 Can your digital investigation technology acquire data from mobile devices and removable media?  

3 How many phone and tablet types do you support? 

3 What mobile operating systems can we view and image?

3 Can we preview computers prior to data acquisition with your digital investigation solution?

3 Does your system give data visibility to team members across the enterprise so we can collaborate and stay on the same page?

3 Can we capture and analyze webmail, chat and social media content?

3 Can we use your digital investigation solution for both full disk imaging and targeted collections? 

3 How efficient are large multi-node evidence collections?

3 Does the digital investigation tool capture files, deleted files, unallocated space and logical volumes?

3 Can we search and acquire data on laptops that are off-network?

3 Does the technology record VoIP transmissions?

3 How many layers of the OSI stack can we see in network traffic monitoring? 

3 How many protocols and services can we monitor with your solution?
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E-Discovery
We encourage CIOs, CISOs and legal teams to think about 
cost, speed and efficiency as they chart their technology maps. 
Of course, risk is paramount too, as was discussed in the Data 
Security section. Taking advantage of advanced analytics and 
technology assisted review in combination with lawyer expertise 
is certainly the wave of the future for e-discovery. Forensic 
collection of mobile devices and emerging data types will only 
increase, intensifying the need for solid defensibility. Moving 
beyond a segregated digital forensic and e-discovery approach  
is what we think forward-looking corporations need to do.  

Updated Federal Rules—Get Ready, Faster. The 2015 changes to the Federal Rules 
of Civil Procedure (FRCP) require legal teams to move faster. Litigants must prepare 
for preservation discussions much earlier in the process, making enterprise-wide digital 
investigative and processing technologies for rapid identification of custodians, data types 
and locations essential. Issuing legal holds when litigation is reasonably anticipated remains 
a central preservation obligation. The new amendments to the FRCP also allow parties to 
deliver requests for document productions prior to the meet and confer (M&C). This means 
performing rapid analysis of data related to opponents’ requests before the M&C may give 
you a leg up in M&C negotiations.

Targeted collections support the new FRCP emphasis on proportionality—balancing 
discovery costs/value with the value of what is at stake in the case—and the parties’ new 
obligations to support “just, speedy and inexpensive” resolution. The ability to filter on 
metadata and collect a very targeted data set avoids the cost and burden of overly broad 
collections, while still providing what is requested by your adversaries. It also makes the other 
side’s review of the data more cost effective when they don’t have to wade through masses 
of irrelevant data.

Rock-Solid Forensics. Digital forensic investigative capabilities are table stakes now in 
e-discovery as the digital universe explodes with disparate data types and mobile devices. 
CIOs and IT, sometimes called to testify on collections and corporate IT infrastructure, want 
rock-solid forensic collections to demonstrate that metadata was kept intact and the data 
was not tampered with during the entire process. Your forensics team also needs powerful 
distributed processing to interrogate large volumes of Big Data without delays. Today, legal, 
HR and compliance teams expect to have real-time visibility into digital lab results, to keep 
everyone aligned on analysis and case strategy.

Continued >
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E-Discovery Continued

Data collection from remote mobile devices has become a thorn in many corporate 
e-discovery workflows. Tired of travel and outside expert expenses, corporations are 
integrating mobile collection capabilities into their portfolios to conduct forensic collections 
without ever leaving their desk. The business likes this because employees get very frustrated 
and lose productivity when their mobile devices are taken away for days during collections. 

Consider technologies that let even non-experts perform forensically sound mobile device 
collections in the field, grabbing data in urgent situations for immediate analysis. Of course, 
teams still need the option to image hard drives, especially if any data has been lost or 
destroyed. With advanced forensic tools, teams can recover and reconstruct data found 
in slack and other areas of a device. Lastly, tools to crack passwords and some forms of 
encryption give technical teams the ability to overcome delays in getting the lawyers all the 
data for their review and analysis.

A Well-Oiled E-Discovery Machine. Legal review is still by far the largest cost component  
of e-discovery. A Rand study put review costs at 73 percent of total e-discovery production 
costs. Data processing expenditures represented 19 percent of the costs, and collection,  
8 percent. As CIOs and legal teams consider e-discovery technology plans, reducing costs 
and making the process efficient and simpler, with less impact on organizational productivity, 
should be front and center. 

One key to whacking at that 73 percent review cost is deduplication and elimination of 
irrelevant information from eyes-on, expensive outside counsel review. Collection tools 
that can efficiently filter out junk and duplicates are a start. In-house legal reduction of 
irrelevant and privileged information using search filters and deduplication is another. While 
use of email threading, near-duplicate detection, clustering and data analytics can improve 
review efficiency, adoption of technology assisted review (TAR), to rifle through millions of 
documents under the supervision of lawyers, is gaining acceptance for its impact on cost 
reduction in the U.S. and even overseas, Teams looking ahead will want to look for all of these 
capabilities, combined in a single platform. 

Connected Digital Discovery. We see a lot of organizations erecting false silos around 
digital forensic and e-discovery technology and workflows. Rather than focus on the 
“connectedness”—both disciplines gather and analyze digital data—teams get stuck in  
inter-departmental turf wars on investigative vs. e-discovery technology ownership and 
decision making. IT and legal, in particular, need to come together and connect their 
portfolios and workflows to accomplish the big picture of managing the corporation’s risks. 
After all, no HR and compliance decisions go forward without a legal review. Nor will any 
investigative data be shared with regulators or other third parties before legal takes a look 
at the data. Likewise, no legal strategy development or review can be performed in today’s 
mobile world without forensic collections and analysis, and many times, data recovery  
and reconstruction.

Continued >

“THE IDEA OF “CONNECTEDNESS” IS TO 
ELIMINATE WASTED TIME AND MONEY SPENT  
ON DATA “HAND OFFS ...” 
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E-Discovery Continued

The idea of “connectedness”—true interoperability—is to eliminate wasted time and money 
spent on data “hand offs” from point tool to point tool, along with duplicate data copying and 
processing. As your team redesigns e-discovery workflows, be sure to try to simplify with 
a common database for forensics and e-discovery processing and analysis. How much of 
that 19 percent of processing costs is spent on migrating and reprocessing data used in the 
forensic platform so it works in the e-discovery platform? How many times do you migrate 
data to your law firm or service provider tools, or vice versa? 

One powerful processing engine simplifies everything, blurring the artificial line that divides 
digital investigations from e-discovery, or digital discovery. It’s really one process. Imagine 
the efficiency gains and risk reduction from eliminating data migrations between investigative 
and discovery tools. Collaboration and efficiency soar when all the teams involved are looking 
at and using the same database. 

Cloud Considerations. Lastly, as you chart your organization’s overall cloud strategy, 
keep preservation and collection requirements in mind. For example, make sure you can 
preserve and collect any data needed for e-discovery stored in their cloud.  This is especially 
important for sales, human resource, engineering, financial and product management cloud 
repositories, as data from these organizational functions is frequently involved in litigation. 
Also ask questions about how the data can be accessed and collected and formats—your 
lawyers need it in a format that works with their review technology.

There are many e-discovery solution types—native cloud, SaaS and on premise. Going 
forward legal teams and their CIOs will most likely want a mix of these flavors for their 
e-discovery portfolio. Native cloud solutions still cause some legal teams security 
heartburn, but teams are slowly moving in this direction where both the software and the 
IT infrastructure is managed via major cloud providers such as Amazon Web Services®. 
Other teams prefer to leverage e-discovery technology owned and maintained by a trusted 
e-discovery service provider, where clients can access the software 24x7 via a secure portal.  
As in-house teams continue to handle more legal matters internally, especially for less 
complex cases, easy-to-use on-premise e-discovery systems make a lot of sense. Look for 
the flexibility to purchase a platform only for processing and review, or for all e-discovery 
phases, depending on your strategy.

Continued >
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E-Discovery  |  Solutions Checklist
Everything is moving faster. Organizations create digital data at supernatural rates, 
employees quickly adopt new Apps. with new data types on their mobile phones and updated 
FRCP require litigations to move faster on the front end of e-discovery. When considering 
re-designing or augmenting your e-discovery technology for cost, efficiency and the future, 
consider these questions when working with vendors.

3 Will HR, legal, compliance, IT and forensics all have real time visibility in to investigative analysis?

3 Will collection, analysis and processing for forensic investigation and e-discovery share the same database?

3 How will your solution help us lower review costs and improve collection and processing efficiency?

3 How easy is it to upload documents for processing?

3 For defensibility, can you give us one audit log to cover both the digital investigation and e-discovery process? 

3 Do you offer TAR?

3 Do you have data visualization graphics for case data volumes, custodian communications patterns, etc.?

3 Can the solution collect from mobile devices that are on and off network? Can we schedule automatic collections or resumption, if needed?  

3 What is your password and encryption cracking capability?

3 Has your solution ever held up in a court challenge? 

3 What options do you offer for implementation?

3 Is your solution end-to-end?

3 Do you offer transcript review and case management?
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AccessData®— 
Connected Digital Discovery
If your strategic plans include digital forensic investigation, incident response or 
e-discovery technology, AccessData can help you solve the dilemmas explored in this 
eBook and prepare to address what is on the horizon in our mobile, connected world. 
A pioneer in digital forensics and litigation support, AccessData equips customers to 
tackle digital investigations of any kind—incident response, computer forensics and 
e-discovery—supporting legal, compliance, HR, IT and investigative teams inside 
corporations. AccessData combines forensic investigative tools, incident response and 
e-discovery technologies into one platform, one database, for optimal efficiency and 
collaboration across the enterprise regardless of the matter type. This is the dawn of 
connected digital discovery. 
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